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Abstract— E-learning adaptation has become the most important method that facilitates access to the appropriate content. Adaptive 
approaches consist of reducing the problems of incompatibilities between learner’s cognitive abilities and educational content’s 
difficulties. In some cases, the adapted curriculum cannot meet learner's skills completely seen its incoherent structure, its 
unsuitable methodologies and sometimes its complexity. Therefore, we need to measure the convenience of the content material to 
improve it and ensure learners’ satisfaction. In other words, it is necessary to estimate its appropriateness to each learner. That is 
why; we have proceeded by using decision tree (DT) algorithm which is a supervised data mining method. It helps to predict the 
convenience of the proposed content material for learners. Our system consists of classifying learning material into two 
classes: “good” if it is convenient, and “anomaly” if not. To achieve that, we have used an intelligent agent called 
Classifier Agent (CLA). It tracks learner’s behavior by collecting a set of attributes like score, learning time, and number of 
attempts, feedback and interactions with the tutor. Then, he calculates the predictive attribute by using the (DT) algorithm. The 
finding algorithm shows that the score is the most crucial indicator gives us more information about the conformity of curriculum to 
learners, followed by learning time, feedback and number of attempts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The E-learning is a smart mean to carry out remote 
education. It allows learners to learn from anywhere at any 
time, by providing immediate access to a variety of 
educational contents. However, they have different 
behaviors, attitudes and learning styles which can affect their 
learning process. Also, their cognitive abilities and skills 
differ according to their understanding level [1]. Therefore, 
providing the same learning content for all of them may 
reduce their performance. Many studies have been done in 
this field to propose a proper learning path. It presents a 
dynamic educational content suited to the acquired abilities, 
changing skills and learner’s preferences [2], [3]. Some 
research work has conceived recommendation systems 
which generate suggestions on new items or predict the 
usefulness of an item for a given learner. It is a content-
based filtering that recommends items similar to those that 
users have already appreciated [4]. Adaptive e-learning 
systems have widely used as a solution to learners’ 
adaptation problems [5]. It allows a variety of free 
navigation to them by using the Semantic Web and Ontology 
[6]. Some researchers have opted to use intelligent agents as 
an important mechanism to present the most suited content 
materiel [7]. In general, the instructional designer estimates 
the most suitable one meeting learner’s capacities according 
to some adaptation methods [8]. Except, proposing an 
adapted content, doesn’t mean his satisfaction and his 
motivation. It cannot meet completely his cognitive abilities 
[9]. Sometimes, learners face problems due to some 
anomalies in the proposed content itself. Namely, bad 
construction, lack of some definitions or reminders that help 
to quick understanding of some concepts [10]. Also, the 
absence of examples facilitating the assimilation of the 
objective of some complicated notions. Sometimes, there are 
problems in introducing courses by using high abstraction 
level that learners can’t assimilate easily. They find it 
difficult to understand its objective and its usefulness in real 
life. And then, they don’t appreciate it. 
The objective of this paper is to conceive an e-learning 
system for predicting the convenience of learning objects 
(LO). Especially, detect those that constitute an anomaly for 
learners.  The goal is to insert improvement to meet their 
abilities and to predict the maximum appropriate one. We 
have adopted decision tree (DT) algorithm as a suitable 
supervised data mining method to classify the most 
important criteria influencing the suitability of contents to 
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learners. To achieve that, we have used an intelligent agent 
called Classifier Agent (CLA) which gathers a set of learners’ 
attributes like score, learning time, interactions with the tutor, 
number of attempt and feedback as an input of (DT) 
algorithm. Moreover, he calculates the predictive attribute 
which is the (LO) class (good, anomaly). The 
experimentation done in this context has shown that these 
variables are effective to detect e-learning content anomalies. 
Data mining is a set of mathematical, statistical and 
computing methods and techniques. It allows analysis and 
making decisions through the rapid and efficient discovery 
of unknown or hidden information schemes within large 
databases. It also permits, automated discovery of new 
relationships and dependencies of attributes in the observed 
data [11]. The objective is better understanding the behavior 
of a population based on its characteristics, to propose 
optimization and adaptation solutions later [12]. Data mining 
techniques are used in many research areas, including 
mathematics, cybernetics, genetics, and marketing. We can 
distinguish between two sorts of data mining: supervised 
data mining that serves mainly for data classification and 
prediction. Moreover, unsupervised data mining that is used 
in the search for associations or groups of individuals [13]. 
Supervised data mining is regarded as an essential 
technique in the field of artificial intelligence especially in 
machine learning. Machine learning consists of using 
methods and algorithms allowing computers to perform 
tasks without having been explicitly programmed to do so 
[14]. In this field, supervised learning concerns the methods 
of data classification; it means that we know the input and 
we want to determine the output. Moreover, also some 
techniques of regression that permit to find the input by 
knowing the output.  
In the last decades, supervised data mining has been 
widely used in many domains through a set of relevant 
classification methods such as; Genetic algorithm, KNN 
algorithm, artificial neural network and (DT) algorithm. 
Several researchers have used these methods to solve some 
complex problems, especially those of prediction, 
classification and making a decision. It has proved its 
efficiency in different domains such as banking, finance, 
marketing and e-learning [15]. For example, in the field of 
education, and due to the vital role of e-learning to facilitate 
access to the knowledge; researchers have begun more 
interested in investigating various data mining methods to 
help administrators and instructors to improve e-learning 
systems [16]. Several methods have been proposed in this 
context to make it smarter [17]. The (DT) algorithm has 
been widely used in e-learning. For example, Romeo et al. 
[18] made a comparative study between three classification 
methodologies. Namely, between Naive Bayes algorithm 
(NB) based on pure assumptions, Multilayer Perceptron 
(MLP) which is a neural network algorithm and C4.5 which 
is (DT) algorithm. The objective was to define the best 
classifier method that helps administrators to predict the 
final exam result, to identify students who need help and 
improve their performance. However, Osmanbegović et al. 
[19] proposed an e-learning system for automatically 
classify level questions in the examination group by using 
(DT) algorithm. It classifies questions according to their 
difficulties and then it can choose easily the most suitable 
for each learner’s abilities. Also, the research of Cheng et al. 
[20] revealed that (DT) algorithm could be excellent method 
to help tutors to classify learners according to their learning 
styles and interests by using some personal attributes 
detected from the learning process. The experimental results 
of Özpolat et al. [21] proved that (DT) algorithm could be a 
good vehicle for learners’ motivation by providing creativity 
in the learning system. It was achieved by using game 
learning based on intelligent agents and personalized 
learning system [22]. The growing popularity of computers 
and internet has led Lin et al. [23] to design an e-news 
delivery system that sends personalized e-mails to every 
student’s mailbox according to his preferences as to as 
facilitate access to the latest information. The system 
realized good result due to the efficiency of (DT) algorithm 
by using some indicators’ learners attributes like preferences, 
login time and category. Also, the study of Chen et al. [24] 
demonstrated the efficiency of this sort of data mining 
algorithm to analyze learners’ behavior by exploring their 
information.  
Some research work chose to elaborate comparative 
studies between several classification algorithms like neural 
network algorithm, (DT) and statistical classifier as shown in 
the study of Al-Barrak et al. [25]. They chose Moodle as an 
area of their experimentation. 
Sometimes, using (DT) algorithm alone is not enough to 
solve some problems. In this context, the research work of 
Romero et al. [26] used a combination of neural network and 
(DT) algorithm to achieve a dropout prediction method for 
e-learning courses with more precision based on machine 
learning and detailed student data. The objective of the study 
of Lykourentzou et al. [27] was to solve the class imbalance 
problem; they have applied machine learning techniques to 
improve prediction results of academic performances by 
using three algorithms: (DT), Bayesian Networks and 
Support Vector Machines. The diversity of classifiers can 
also help to predict learners’ performance and avoid 
irrelevant information automatically by combining an 
incremental version of Naive Bayes, the 1-NN, and the 
WINNOW algorithms as shown in a study of Thai-Nghe et 
al. [28]. The couple KNN and (DT) algorithm have proved 
its effectiveness not only in an e-learning context but also in 
the network [29], computer science and stock market 
prediction [30], [31]. 
In E-learning field, the objective of the majority of 
research works was to improve the learning process, by 
ensuring a personalized learning path, enhancing learners’ 
performance. Moreover, also, proposing methods to adapt 
the curriculum to learners’ abilities by predicting learners’ 
behaviors and preferences. They have focused on learners’ 
characteristics as a source of anomalies due to their changing 
abilities, preferences and their updating learning style.  The 
main goal of these researches has consisted of improving 
learning and predicting the most attractive ways to ensure 
relevant learning. Except, learning problems does not imply 
necessarily the incompatibility problems between learners’ 
abilities and curriculum difficulties.  In some cases, 
adaptation’s problems can due to the proposed content 
material. It can affect the learning process and then blocks 
learners. For example, incoherencies in course’s section or 
bad structure influence learners’ understanding. In this 
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context, the purpose of our research is to conceive an 
intelligent system by using (DT) algorithm as a supervised 
method that: 
• Detect learning content materials which constitute 
anomalies for learners by predicting their 
convenience to learners’ abilities.  
• Ensure a good quality of courseware, by inserting 
another one more convenient and adapted.  
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD  
A. E-learning model for detecting curriculum anomalies 
1) What is (DT) s algorithm: The (DT) algorithm 
represents an effective method of decision-making. It 
represents a set of choices in the graphical tree form. It 
consists of partitioning data into homogeneous groups as 
possible according to the predictive variable (decision 
variable). It takes as input classified data, and we obtain as 
output a tree that looks like an orientation diagram. Each last 
node (leaf) represents a decision class, and each node 
(internal) is a new test. Each leaf represents a decision 
belonging to a class. Data verify all path test leading from 
the root to that leaf [32]. 
The (DT) algorithm has the advantage of being readable 
and fast to execute. It is an automatically computable 
representation of supervised learning algorithms. We have 
two types: 
• The classification trees: consists of explaining or 
predicting the appurtenance of a set of objects 
(observations, individuals) to a class, or category that 
is considered as a qualitative variable, based on 
quantitative or qualitative explanatory variables. 
• The regression trees: are used to explain or predict 
the values taken by a quantitative dependent variable 
as a function of quantitative or qualitative 
explanatory variables. 
 
The classification model is based on a set of recorded data 
called dataset. It constitutes the input of learning algorithm. 
The generated model must fit the input data (training set). 
Moreover, predict the class label of newly recorded 
attributes (Test Set) that have never seen before. The 
objective is to build a learning model (tree, graph) with a 
good generalization capability [33] as explained in the 
following figure Fig. 1. 
 
Fig.1 General approach for building classification models [34] 
 
2) E-learning system for classifying content materials 
using (DT) algorithm: The decision tree technique is widely 
used in e-learning systems seen its efficiency in predicting 
and classifying learners’ performance. It can be considered 
as a sort of tracking learners to analyze their behaviors [34] 
and the main objective remains to provide a relevant 
learning curriculum. Also, it can be used as a mechanism to 
detect courses’ anomalies during learning. In this context, 
our research aims essentially to detect problems can affect 
learners during the learning phase. Namely, problems in 
course's structure, its methodologies or a high abstraction 
level compared to their cognitive skills. The objective is to 
find the algorithm that allows the best and the precise 
classification of e-learning content (good, anomaly) by 
exploring some learners' attributes. 
To get information about the appropriateness of the 
content material, the proposed e-learning system consists of 
tracking learner’s behavior in different learning steps [35]. 
We have used an intelligent agent called Classifier Agent 
(CLA). It collects attributes like learning time, score unit, 
number of attempts, interactions with the tutor and learners’ 
feedback. This attributes collection indicates if the 
educational content fits their understanding or anomalies are 
preventing the effective learning. The (CLA) classify the 
proposed learning object (LO) based on (DT) algorithm as it 
is shown in the following Fig. 2. 
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 Fig. 2 the architecture of our classification system 
 
Once registered in e-learning system, learners pass an 
assessment test to determine their appropriate level. We 
define three levels, beginner, intermediate and advanced. 
The educational curriculum is composed of a short units’ 
collection helps them to quickly understand and evaluate 
information through a test at the end of each unit. Our 
objective is to define if the content material responds to their 
needs or not. Namely, measure its appropriateness in term of 
each unit. The (CLA) collects attributes which constitute the 
input (data set) of (DT) algorithm. 
• Learning time (LT): This attribute gives us more 
information about the time spent in learning and 
understanding (LO) in term of each unit. When 
learners face problems in learning, they try to 
assimilate some concepts by communicating with the 
tutor and looking for more courses to understand. So, 
the more learning period is long more it includes 
understanding problems  
• Score (S): represents the obtained score at the end 
of the unit. It reflects the comprehension level of 
the learned concepts.  
• Some attempts (NA): represents the number of 
repetition times to validate the test unit. More the 
number of attempts is high more it means that the 
course does not fit precisely the learners’ cognitive 
abilities.   
• Interaction with the tutor (I): represents the 
frequency of interaction with the tutor through chat 
and messages. When learner cannot assimilate 
some notions and concepts, he tries to contact the 
tutor. The frequency of interaction between them 
can reflect the existence of anomalies. 
• Feedback (F): represents learners’ feedback and 
their opinions about the structure and 
methodologies of (LO). If learners’ are dissatisfied 
with the (LO), their feedback will be negative. 
 
 
 
 
The output of (DT) algorithm is the predictive variable 
(class). 
• Class (C): is the predictive variable representing 
the classification of the (LO) in the good or the 
anomaly category. 
3) The (CLA) algorithm for retrieving attributes 
 The (CLA) agent tracks learners’ behaviors and retrieves 
the input data to be explored by the (DT) algorithm. The 
process of getting these attributes is explained in the 
following Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Activity diagram explaining the (CLA) algorithm for retrieving a 
dataset 
 
Once connected, learner chooses the appropriate (LO). 
When he starts learning in the selected one, the (CLA) 
initializes two essential attributes: Learning Time (LT=0) 
and the number of interactions with the tutor (I=0). The 
(CLA) launches counter calculating learning time (LT). At 
the same time, it counts the number of interactions with the 
tutor (I). For example, if learner communicates with him 
asking for help or explanation, the attribute (I) will be 
incremented. By finishing the (LO), the (CLA) saves the 
recorded values (LT) and (I) in the track.xml file. Then, 
students must pass test assessment to evaluate the 
comprehension level and the efficiency of the proposed (LO). 
So, we have two cases: 
• If he succeeds (S>=12): the agent saves the 
obtained (S), learner’s feedback (F), Interactions (I) 
and Number of attempt (NA =0) in the track.xml 
file. 
• Else, the agent increments the (NA) and learner 
must repeat the (LO). The agent does not save any 
information. 
4) How to build a decision tree?: The (DT) algorithm 
consists of dividing recursively and most efficiently the 
learning set examples. This operation is based on tests 
defined using the attributes until we obtain subsets 
containing (almost) as examples belonging to the same class. 
The splitting criteria are determined so that the result of the 
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partition at each branch is pure as possible. For this reason, 
the entropy has been introduced as a good indicator to 
measure the impurity as shown in the following equation (1):  
 
E(D)= - ∑ Pini=0  * log2 (Pi)       (1) 
 
Pi is the probability of the appearance of class I in the 
dataset (D) 
We also have another function that permits to measure the 
degree of heterogeneity of classes in all samples, and in any 
position of the tree in construction. It defines the gain for a 
set D of examples and an attribute Q. it represents the 
difference between the entropy before and after splitting (2): 
 
,  = 	
 −  ∑   ∗ ED, Qi  (2) 
 
The process of building (DT) is explained in the following 
algorithm 1: 
The C4.5 (DT) algorithm 
algorithm LearnDecisionTree(examples, attributes, class) 
returns a decision tree 
inputs: examples, examples 
 attributes, attributes 
output: class, a category for the predictive attribute 
if examples are empty, then return leaf labeled by class 
 else  if all examples have same category for 
predictive attribute // pure class 
 then return leaf labelled by class 
 else 
bestatt = Choose Attribute (attributes, examples) // defined 
by the above criteria 
tree = a new décision tree with root test bestatt 
          for each class ci of bestatt do 
examplesi = {elements of examples with best = ci} 
subtree = Learn Decision Tree(examplesi, attributes – 
bestatt, Majority Class (examples)) 
add a branch to tree with label ci and subtree 
       return tree 
Algorithm1 the algorithm C4.5 to build a decision tree 
 
To build the (DT), we need to define in the input of the 
algorithm: attributes, examples which mean a set of 
observations according to the selected attributes and the 
values of the target attribute (predictive) called class 
(category). The output of the algorithm is the (DT), which is 
defined according to the following steps.  
• First step: initialize the current tree on the empty 
tree and the root of the current node 
• Second step: if all examples belong to the same 
class, return leaf labeled by class 
• Third step: choose the best attribute that maximizes 
the gain and minimizes the entropy criteria. Then 
new (DT) is built with the best attribute as root.  
• Fourth step: the number of examples belonging in 
the class ci, the best attribute is calculated, and new 
(DT) is determined by calculating subtree 
(examples, attributes – bestatt, MajorityClass 
(examples)). Moreover, finally, the branch is added 
to a tree with label ci and subtree. This step is 
repeated until obtaining the complete (DT)  
• Fifth step: the (DT) is returned. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Experimental phase using (DT) algorithm 
To prove the efficiency of the proposed approach, we 
have tested it in the Faculty of Arts and Humanities, Moulay 
Ismaîl University, Meknes, Morocco 
(http://www.flsh.umi.ac.ma/). We proposed online learning 
of some computing subjects like Microsoft office word. 60 
learners have been involved in this experimentation as 
examples. First, they have passed an assessment test to 
identify their knowledge level. Then we have provided to 
learners on the same level an e-learning content to detect its 
difficulties and its incoherence. We have proposed Microsoft 
Office Word 2010 as (LO) organized in a successive units 
explaining its main features. 
During learning and at the end of each unit, we have 
collected the values of the attributes mentioned above for 
each learner. 
TABLE I 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ATTRIBUTES CHARACTERIZING LEARNERS. 
Attribute Description Type of 
attribute 
Learning time (LT) 
We define the average of 
(LT) of each unit. This 
attribute takes “no” if 
learners exceed the average 
time and “yes” if not. 
Nominal 
Number of attempt 
per unit (NA) 
This variable takes “yes” if 
(NA) is less than two 
attempts and “no” if not 
Nominal 
Learners’ 
feedback(F) 
This variable can be 
“positive” or “negative.” Nominal 
Interactions with the 
tutor (I) 
This attribute represents 
the frequency of (I) if this 
interaction is less than two 
times this attribute takes 
“yes,” if not it takes “no.” 
Nominal 
Unit’s score (S) This attribute represents the (S) of unit test Numeric 
Class (C ) 
It represents the class 
predictive attribute 
explaining the category of 
content “good” or 
“anomaly.” 
Nominal 
 
We have defined dataset composed of the above learners’ 
attributes or examples (LT, I, S, NA, F). We have stored 
learners’ observations representing examples in the 
following table 2. 
Then we have calculated the entropy: 
- E(D) = -p1*log(p1)- p2*log(p2) 
- E(D) = - 26 /60*log(26/60)-34/60*log(34/60)=  
0.987 
We have observed that the attribute (S) splits the examples 
into two subsets (scores>=13/20 and scores<13/20), so we 
calculated the average entropy for this attribute from the data 
set D: 
We have: 
• S >=12/20 {28 Good, 4 Anomay} of  32 examples 
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• S <12/20 {26 Anomaly, 2 Good} of 28 examples 
• E1(D,S greater)=-
[28/32*log(28/32)+4/32*log(4/32)]= 0.543 
• E2(D,Sless)=-[26/28*log(26/28)+2/28*log(2/28)]=  
0.371 
• E(D,S)=34/60*0.543+26/60*0.371 =0.468 
TABLE II 
A DATASET OF LEARNERS’ ATTRIBUTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After computing the average entropy E (D, S), we have 
computed the gain information by comparing the average 
entropy with the previous original data set entropy: 
• Gain(D,S)=E(D)-E(D,S)= 0.987-0.468= 0.519 
In the same way, we have calculated the gain information 
of the others attributes to select the best one that splits the 
dataset into pure partitions. We must select the attribute that 
maximizes gain information and minimizes the average 
entropy because E (D) is constant for all the attributes. 
We have obtained these average entropy for the rest of 
attributes:  
• The average entropy of (LT) attribute :   E(D,L)= 
0.647 
• The average entropy of (NA) attribute: E(D, N)=0.817 
• The average entropy of (F) attribute: E(D, F)=0.638 
And  
• the gain information of (LT)  attribute: G(D,L)=0.339 
• The gain information of (NA) attribute G(D, N)=0.17 
• The gain information of (F)  attribute G(D, L)=0.349 
The maximum gain information is 0.519; it corresponds 
to the (S) attribute. As we can see the best attribute is the 
score because its gain information is the maximum. 
Therefore, it will be the root of the (DT). This operation is 
repeated with the remaining attribute (LT, F, NA, I) as a 
loop of (DT) algorithm as it is mentioned above. 
B. Discussion 
To be more precise, we have used the WEKA software. 
WEKA is a collection of machine learning algorithms for 
data mining tasks. The algorithms can either be applied 
directly to a dataset. It contains tools for data classification, 
regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. 
We have used WEKA software to facilitate the calculating 
process and to create (DT) automatically. We have used the 
C4.5 algorithm which is considered one of the best 
classification algorithms. It is an improved version of an ID3 
algorithm which doesn’t handle the numeric attributes.  The 
C4.5 algorithm is called “J48 classifier” in the WEKA 
software. We have used this classifier, and we have obtained 
at the output the DT algorithm representing the content 
classification (GOOD, ANOMALY) as it is shown in the 
following Fig.4. 
 
 
Fig. 4 The obtained DT algorithm for detecting anomalies 
 
The obtained (DT) algorithm allows to detect the 
convenience of the (LO) to learners dynamically and classify 
it (good, anomaly). Namely, it determines the importance of 
each attribute in the process of identifying course’s quality. 
It shows that the essential attribute impacts strongly on the 
predictive decision is the score. This variable is continuous, 
so the algorithm defines discretization threshold which 
permits the best partitioning. In our case, the chosen score 
threshold is 13.  If learner’ score is higher than 13/20, the 
(LO) is classified as good content and as pure leaves as 
shown in the (DT) Fig.3. In the opposite case, another 
attribute (LT) is selected. It gives more information about 
the time spent in understanding the (LO). In this step, if the 
learner exceeds the (LT) threshold, this attribute takes (No), 
it means that there may be some problems in the explanation 
methodology, and then it will be directly classified as an 
anomaly. If not, the algorithm selects another attribute which 
is learner’s feedback to get more information about its 
convenience to proceed in the proposed (LO). Indeed, if 
learner gives negative feedback, the content unit will be 
selected as an anomaly. In the case of positive feedback, the 
algorithm chooses the (NA). This attribute allows a decision 
to be made as to whether the (LO) meets learner’s needs or 
not. In particular, if he exceeds the (NA) allowed (threshold). 
The content will be classified as an anomaly. Otherwise, the 
content is good. 
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The (DT) algorithm selects attributes according to its 
importance and its impact on learners' achievement. The 
obtained algorithm shows that the score is the most 
influencing one giving the best splitting. Therefore, the 
course is classified as good content if (S) exceeds 13/20. In 
general, the score reflects the success on the (LO), and 
having a good mark means understanding its concepts and 
proves its relevance and then motivates learners to continue. 
In the case of a score less than this threshold, and because 
the algorithm evaluates the content, not the learner, it takes 
into account learning time as a second indicator of its 
appropriateness. Thus, the more learner respects the time 
devoted to learning; more it reflects the relevance of the 
content and its methodologies. Learners cannot proceed if 
they do not like the content, even it is interesting 
(F=negative). That is why the (DT) algorithm considers 
learners’ feedback as a third important factor influencing the 
learning process. The number of attempts to validate the (LO) 
is the last attribute affecting the learning process. The more 
learner does not exceed the threshold allowed to succeed; 
more it reflects the existence of anomalies in the structure 
and the methodology of the proposed (LO).  
We notice that interactions with the tutor attribute do not 
appear in the (DT), it is relied strongly on to the learning 
time attribute, because when learner communicates with the 
tutor, he spends the allocated time for learning and 
understanding unit, and then he can overtake the learning 
time threshold. 
IV. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, we have proposed a system allowing 
detecting content’s anomalies based on the (DT) algorithm. 
The proposed solution consists of collecting some attributes 
during learning like score, learning time, feedback, number 
of attempts and interaction with the tutor. We have explored 
these attributes as an input of (DT) algorithm, and the output 
is content’s category (good, anomaly). The experimentation 
has shown an appropriate classification according to the 
importance of each attribute. It revealed that the score is the 
most important indicator giving us more information about 
the curriculum’s conformity to the learner, followed by 
learning time, feedback and number of attempts. The 
obtained (DT) algorithm provides a clear vision of the 
classification process, we have applied it to the rest of 
students to measure their convenience with the current 
content as sort of prediction. We can also apply it to other 
courses to determine the level of its compatibilities or 
incoherence with learners. 
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